INSTANT AIRPLAY

SUPPORT & MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS

INSTANT STREAMING ONBOARD
At home, when you want to listen to your favorite music, you conveniently stream it from your
phone. On your yacht, there are many systems and options to select. Things quickly get
complicated. How to make streaming as simple as at home?
VBH OFFERS INSTANT STREAMING
Now you and your guests can stream music directly from your phone! With VBH Instant Streaming,
the yacht’s AV/IT systems understand when you want to stream your music. The upgraded system
automatically switches to the right amplifiers and speakers. Now streaming is as simple as at home.

FEATURES

Stream music directly from phone
Simple room selection for streaming
Audio system automatically activated

INSTANT AIRPLAY

“ The developments in technology are going faster and faster,
the possibilities are endless.
With VBH Instant Streaming, you simply select the room’s airplay feature, the same as you
would do at home. As soon as you start to stream, the system automatically takes care of all
other settings necessary to play music from the speakers.
WHAT HAPPENS
- We check current state of your yachts AV/IT systems
- We check if we need extra hardware or upgrades to add the Instant Streaming feature
- If missing, we install and integrate the required hardware
- We program the new functionality into your yachts control system

With over 300 yachts, VBH is one of the pioneers of AV/IT in the superyacht industry. We love taking care of
all the details, so you and your guests can focus on enjoying your time!

ENJOYING TECHNOLOGY
ABOUT VBH
At VBH, we apply technology to improve the superyacht experience. We push the
boundaries of technological applications. The aim is always to ensure a simpler,
better, and more luxurious time onboard.
Over 300 superyachts benefitted from VBH’s expertise. We applied innovations in
audio, video, IT, lighting, automation, communication, and security. Together with
our network of suppliers, we integrate the best products and systems.
Our more than 160 dedicated specialists are skill-full professionals.
Their passion for technology helps us find smart solutions fast. We know the
particularities of life on a superyacht, that is why we provide premium service,
24/7 across the globe.
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VBH is a wholly owned subsidiary of Pon Holdings B.V. Pon is involved in mobility products, services, and solutions globally.
The following companies are part of Pon and operating within the superyacht industry:

